Your Journey - The Direct Way

WELCOME to the simple, efficient and direct flight service
Whether you are on a business schedule, or a private journey, we know that getting
there, shouldn’t take up your time or concern. Let us invite you onboard our modern
fleet, prepared exclusively for you. With more than 55 years in the skies, our team is
well experienced and ready 24/7.
We schedule to your needs, so you can access your favorite destinations efficiently.
That means you get back something that’s incredibly valuable. Time.

- We welcome you onboard!

Kenneth Arly Larsen
CEO, Copenhagen AirTaxi® A/S

Fitting up to 6 or 8 persons,
depending on your needs.

FLEET
PILATUS PC-12

Meet one of the biggest PC-12 fleets in Europe.
A plane unique for its combination of performance, space,
versatility and exclusivity.
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Your aircraft is available within 12 hours,
departing from any country in Europe.

For your

BUSINESS TRAVEL NEEDS
Business abroad?
Fly according to your own timetable,
not an airline’s. If you’re running late
or want to make a change to your
schedule - you can.
Experience maximized flexibility, as
we serve both international and local
airports near you.

“

We completed the deal and signed the
contract at 25.000 feet.

”
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Gathering the whole family?
Bring the pets with you.

…or

YOUR PRIVATE JOURNEYS

A trip to the Alps, a week with friends
in Cannes, or perhaps a getaway to a
small island with the family?
We have the aircraft for you - taking
you places out of reach for the
airliners.

“

Getting somewhere – anywhere –
feeling relaxed and refreshed and
ready to go. That’s what I love about
chartering a private aircraft.

”
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More than just

A SPACIOUS CABIN
Our PC-12 is bigger and greener than
any light jet: sitting up to 8 persons
while burning 65% less fuel.
Go ahead and straighten your legs!

In-flight bar
Charging capabilities
Toilet
Catering
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FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
Full 8-seater configuration

We customize the cabin for your needs. Thanks to the unique cargo
door, you are no longer forced to wait until arrival, to grab
something in the luggage, as all your bags are always within reach.
The luggage compartment is fully customizable and having it in a
pressurized cabin, means no more destroyed fluids or valuables.
We can even fit your skis, golf bags or bicycles!

6-seater + extra cargo
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FROM ANYWHERE TO EVERYWHERE

Having a busy daily schedule makes your time valuable.
Skip the transfers and waiting times in the big airports.
With the PC-12 a whole new world opens to you, as
+2000 airfields in Europe are now your playground
- including small airports that airlines or jets can't reach.

Traditional airliner

Sion

7h 20 min

(Switzerland)

+1 stop-over

Le Mans

5h 18 min

(France)

+1 stop-over

San Sebastian

6h 05 min

(Spain)

+1 stop-over

Guernsey

6h 30 min

(UK)

+1 stop-over

Genoa

5h 00 min

(Italy)

+1 stop-over

Cologne

3h 15 min

(Germany)

+1 stop-over

Pilatus PC-12

2h 30 min
2h 45 min
3h 45 min
2h 50min
3h 15 min
1h 20 min

Example of travel time with momondo.dk from Copenhagen Airport (CPH) on a given day.
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Why the

PILATUS PC-12 IS THE PERFECT CHOICE

Flight Roskilde - Hannover
Pilatus PC-12
+ grass runway

Range with 4 passengers (km)

Takeoff distance

Cabin Size M3

Flight time (mins)

800 m.

9,3

2426

65’

828

1030 m.

4,1

1326

59’

847

927 m.

5,9

1942

58’

999

1268 m.

7,9

2391

57’

1546

1402 m.

8,6

1886

54’

1913

1192 m.

13,5

3183

55’

2098

CO2 emissions (kg)

Embraer Phenom 100
Cessna Citation Bravo
Hawker 400 XP
Cessna Citation XLS+

Source: Concklin and de Decker Aviation Information

Cessna Citation Mustang
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On-board liquids allowed
Compared to the traditional airlines, we
ensure more freedom for your trips.
Board with your champagne bottles and
don’t worry about liquid restrictions.

15

15-minutes boarding time
Save up to 2 hours on every flight with our
15-minutes boarding time. Enjoy the
privacy of dedicated private-jet lounges.

Dedicated services
We offer ad-hoc limousine or taxi
transfers upon arrival.

Fly anywhere!
Door to door, save time by landing closer to
your final destination.
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With a handful of aircrafts, we can ensure
that your plane is always ready on-demand.

Swiss craftmanship flying all over the world: private aviation,
commercial, cargo, military, medical and more.
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“

It felt like our vacation started
the moment we left the house.

”
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Your Journey - The Direct Way

Create your journey:
Tel. +45 46 191 114
Tel. +49 3322 293 89 14
sales@aircat.dk
www.aircat.dk
Lufthavnsvej 34-38
4000 Roskilde - Denmark

